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Managing the aspects of video on demand (VOD) command and control, Session Resource 
Management, in the traditional (legacy) cable TV world has always been complex. Operators had to 
ensure that VOD pumps were regularly updated with licensed content, and also had to process the 
latest VOD catalog o�ering information and push it out for user interface (EPG) navigation. Various 
di�erent generations of STB’s in the operator’s network would include a variety of di�erent 
embedded VOD clients, and operator acquisitions over time may have caused the operator to 
inherit a multitude of VOD management back-o�ice systems. Add to this the complexity that most 
back-o�ice systems for VOD have traditionally be local in-market systems as opposed to 
centralized, and very few of these systems supported a virtualized infrastructure to support 
scaling for growth.

In addition to support VOD session control for legacy (CBR video to STB) deployments, there is also 
a growing need for managing session control to a mixture of legacy and new devices for Video On 
Demand consumption. Without a single centralized solution to span di�erent device types, 
supporting scenarios such as shared video bookmarks and rental information between viewing 
devices, and supporting many VOD clients per model, will be a challenge. Solutions must support a 
shared VOD catalog library, rental information, bookmark repository, and provide solutions for 
HTTPS driven OTT devices as well as RTP managed IP devices and RTSP managed QAM cable 
devices. A consumer must be able to order a movie in the living room on the DVR, pause it and 
resume it on their iPad in the bedroom without losing functionality.

The world of video on demand can be messy. Operators deploy their selected VOD solutions, but 
they also inherit many other solutions through market acquisitions. The same paradigm is true for 
deployed legacy client devices (STB’s) and is now even more complicated by the “bring your own 
device” (BYOD) phenomena that requires VOD support as well, but with completely di�erent 
back-o�ice and client command protocols.

Session Management 
Solution

Our Multiscreen Delivery Management System (MDMS) solution is a 100% virtualized so�ware 
platform. It runs on any linux based platform and can support both private and public cloud 
deployments (e.g. VMware, AWS, etc). The MDMS solution is part of the overall MediaKind On 
Demand workflow, which can provide additional benefits such as o�line transcoding, content 
management and VOD origin storage.
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Managing the aspects of video on demand (VOD) command and control, Session Resource 
Management, in the traditional (legacy) cable TV world has always been complex. Operators had to 
ensure that VOD pumps were regularly updated with licensed content, and also had to process the 
latest VOD catalog o�ering information and push it out for user interface (EPG) navigation. Various 
di�erent generations of STB’s in the operator’s network would include a variety of di�erent 
embedded VOD clients, and operator acquisitions over time may have caused the operator to 
inherit a multitude of VOD management back-o�ice systems. Add to this the complexity that most 
back-o�ice systems for VOD have traditionally be local in-market systems as opposed to 
centralized, and very few of these systems supported a virtualized infrastructure to support 
scaling for growth.

In addition to support VOD session control for legacy (CBR video to STB) deployments, there is also 
a growing need for managing session control to a mixture of legacy and new devices for Video On 
Demand consumption. Without a single centralized solution to span di�erent device types, 
supporting scenarios such as shared video bookmarks and rental information between viewing 
devices, and supporting many VOD clients per model, will be a challenge. Solutions must support a 
shared VOD catalog library, rental information, bookmark repository, and provide solutions for 
HTTPS driven OTT devices as well as RTP managed IP devices and RTSP managed QAM cable 
devices. A consumer must be able to order a movie in the living room on the DVR, pause it and 
resume it on their iPad in the bedroom without losing functionality.

The world of video on demand can be messy. Operators deploy their selected VOD solutions, but 
they also inherit many other solutions through market acquisitions. The same paradigm is true for 
deployed legacy client devices (STB’s) and is now even more complicated by the “bring your own 
device” (BYOD) phenomena that requires VOD support as well, but with completely di�erent 
back-o�ice and client command protocols.

Make Multiscreen VOD Consumption Seamless
The Session Management (MDMS) solution includes native support for 
legacy VOD protocols such as RTSP, LSC, DSM-CC/SSP for QAM cable STB’s, 
as well as HTTP and SSP-IP protocols for OTT streaming devices. At the 
heart of the solution is a high-speed message queue that supports 
unparalleled transaction speed performance for simultaneous VOD session 
requests. Each device and integration point in the network communicates 
to the core MDMS system and database infrastructure through the 
high-speed message queue.

Second, MDMS synchronizes bookmarks, rental information, order/billing 
history and asset navigation for all VOD assets and profiles such that 
transitioning from catalog navigation to ordering to viewing to trick-play 
(including pause and resume between di�erent devices in di�erent 
locations) all flows smoothly. All VOD session and resource information is 
centrally tracked and monitored across the topology.

MediaKind Session Management Video Delivery

Based on the widely deployed MediaKind   (MDMS), the MediaKind 
Video Delivery Network Session Management solution supports 
session control (VOD playout and trick-mode requests), resource 
management (finding available QAM streams or IP availability), 
catalog o�erings (building navigational info trees for VOD surfing and 
ordering), bookmark management (shared between any screen-type 
for the same asset ordered) and rental information (between device 
types). MDMS is a NextGen platform designed as a virtual platform, 
geo-redundant, with the ability to deploy at the national level, or 
regionally, or both in a layered fashion. Load  balancers direct tra�ic. 
It’s the ultimate solution for legacy and OTT VOD management under 
one roof.

Our Multiscreen Delivery Management System (MDMS) solution is a 100% virtualized so�ware 
platform. It runs on any linux based platform and can support both private and public cloud 
deployments (e.g. VMware, AWS, etc). The MDMS solution is part of the overall MediaKind On 
Demand workflow, which can provide additional benefits such as o�line transcoding, content 
management and VOD origin storage.



Combined QAM and IP Client Management
The typical service provider starts o� with one VOD back-o�ice for session 
management and a homogeneous set of QAM STB models. Through 
acquisition they unexpectedly add a new set of STB models/types which 
likely come with other VOD back-o�ice systems. Later they introduce OTT 
IP VOD streaming which means a separate VOD workflow entirely to satisfy 
consumers, but not tie-in between the same VOD asset from these 
di�erent workflows. MDMS resolves all of that and unifies legacy and new 
devices under a single workflow to support shared feature-sets for the 
same VOD asset no matter when, where and on which device it was 
ordered.

Dynamic Targeted Ad Insertion
The MDMS Session Management solution includes an integrated ADM 
component which interfaces with external Ad Decision campaign 
management systems to support SCTE-130 Dynamic Ad Insertion for 
pre-roll, mid-roll and post-roll VOD asset ad insertion.

Unify Legacy Back-O�ices & New Client Devices
The MDMS system’s versatility enables it to unify all client communications 
(API’s), then either replace existing back-o�ice systems or shield them and 
leave in place:

•    Proxy Mode – O�ers single set of VOD client API’s to any client type. 
MDMS then translates these API’s to legacy VOD back-o�ice systems 
already in market to reduce risk profile impacts.

•    Session Management Mode – While some VOD back-o�ice systems 
may have been le� in place with MDMS proxying to them, others may 
be replaced entirely, and all new QAM or IP clients may be unified 
directly to MDMS.
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Best VOD Session Managment ROI

This solution is unmatched in its versatility, as has been proven in 
large-scale deployments in the U.S., Europe and Asia. The nature of 
MDMS is its ability to adapt to the operator’s changing needs, and 
thus provide unparalleled ROI. The key benefits it provides for the 
operator’s investment are:

•    Centralized VOD session and resource control for the entire 
topology, geo-redundant and load balanced for peak 
performance.

•    Full support for all  multiscreen assets to seamlessly support all 
VOD features and provide best Quality of Experience to users 
who shi� between devices to view their content.

•    Completely virtualized, highly scalable, with flexible external 
adaptors to support ad hoc new back-o�ice systems and client 
device types.


